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Trip Questionnaire: Please click on the link below. This will take you an electronic questionnaire 
form that we ask you to complete and submit to The Fly Shop. Please be sure to click the “Submit” 
button at the end of the form. The information provided will help us -- and the outfitter best 
coordinate your trip. 

THANK YOU! Click HERE 

 

General Information 
 
This tackle and equipment planner is a guideline to help anglers assemble a reasonable collection of 
flies and necessary equipment. You are by no means required to purchase all of this equipment, but 
do make sure you have a good cross-section. It is generally true that properly outfitted and prepared 
anglers have the best chance of having a trip of a lifetime. 
 
Although selling fly fishing tackle and flies is part of what The Fly Shop® does, it is not our main 
concern. Our biggest priority is that people have a great trip. That being said, we feel there is no-one 
better suited to outfit you for your trip. It is a trip we’ve taken dozens of times. We know what 
works, but more importantly, we know what works best.  We’d love to have your business if you 
need to purchase new equipment. 
 
One thing we’ve all learned from years of fishing in Patagonia, and the word that we as anglers must 
always keep in the back of our minds, is "ADAPT."  It is almost impossible to tell what kind of flies 
are going to be most successful on the river at a given time. Conditions can change without warning 
and we must be able to adapt to the conditions at hand. Thus, you’ll want to bring enough different 
types of flies to meet conditions. 
 
Guides typically have some flies on hand in case you don't have the right one in your box for the 
situation, but we cannot guarantee this, as equipment is not included in your trip, nor is it available 
for purchase at the lodge. Therefore, you’ll want to come prepared with everything you’ll need. The 
lodge does have a limited amount of high quality rods and reels on hand in case you should break 
the one(s) that you bring down to fish with. 
 
Preparing for Your Trip: 
To take advantage of your fishing excursion in South America, or for that matter any fishing holiday 
you are embarking on, we highly recommend some pre-trip brushing up on your angling techniques 
and casting. You don't need water to practice your fly casting (except when roll-casting) - any lawn 
will do.  It is a good idea to spend several hours in the back yard, local schoolyard, or elsewhere 
practicing your fly-casting. If you feel your skills are lacking or need some refreshing, you should 
consider some professional instruction to help you hone your techniques. Having a solid grasp of 
the "double-haul" casting technique can be invaluable when encountering windy conditions that are 
not uncommon in Patagonia.  El Saltamontes guides are excellent instructors and can also assist, but 
having a solid foundation of casting knowledge, skills, and techniques, as well as fly presentation, can 
go a long way towards making your fishing experience truly successful and more enjoyable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://goo.gl/forms/V92b2guHtS
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2025 Important Travel Details 
 

1st Choice – Travel from Santiago (SCL) to Balmaceda (BBA) on Friday: 
It is preferred that guests fly from Santiago, Chile (SCL) to Balmaceda (BBA) on Friday (the day 
before arriving at the lodge) and overnight at a hotel in the town of Coyhaique.  
 
You will need to make your own Coyhaique hotel reservations: 
 

• Pura Hotel: A nice property 10 minutes outside of Coyhaique. They do not offer dinner 
service, so you will have to take a 10-minute taxi ride to get to downtown. Approximately 
$130 per night. Reservation email: c.contador@purahotel.cl 
 

• Hotel Nomades: Very cool and quaint boutique hotel, designed and built by Jose Gorroño 
and within a short walk of the town square, shops and restaurants Approximately $165 per 
night. Reservation email: reservas@hotelnomadespatagonia.cl 

 
If you opt to overnight in Coyhaique, El Saltamontes will arrange a transfer shuttle (shared bus) 
from the Balmaceda Airport to your hotel, an approximate 45-minute drive, and costs $10 per 
person, paid to lodge upon arrival.  
 

2nd Choice – Travel from Santiago (SCL) to Balmaceda (BBA) on Saturday: 
• For Saturday arrivals to Balmaceda (BBA) you must arrive before 3:00 PM. An arranged 

shuttle will transfer you to the lodge, departing Balmaceda at approximately 3:00 PM.   
 

• If your flight arrives after 3:00 PM, you will need to use a special transfer that the lodge will 
arrange at a cost of $160 per vehicle (one way) for a maximum of three passengers. 

 
Passport: 
A valid passport with at least 6 months of validity is required for entry into Chile. Currently, no 
tourist visa or reciprocity fee is required for American Citizens. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://purahotel.cl/en/
mailto:c.contador@purahotel.cl
https://www.hotelnomades.com/boutique
mailto:reservas@hotelnomadespatagonia.cl
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Contact Numbers 
 

The Fly Shop® 
4140 Churn Creek Road 
Redding, CA 96002 
(800) 669-3474 | (530) 222-3555 | travel@theflyshop.com 
 
El Saltamontes  
PH: 011-56-67-21-1111 (lodge direct dialed from the U.S.) 
 
Dane Emersons phone number: 1.231.590.0519 | pescador8855@gmail.com 
Chiara Emerson phone number: 1.970.712.3963 | Chiara.esbl@gmail.com 
Martin Ferreyra Gonzalez (manager) +54 9 2944 32-8359 | martin@bluegreenoutfitters.com 
 
In Chile - Dane Emerson and Chiara de Tomaso: Owners | Operators of El Saltamontes 
24 Hour TEXT: Another great option to communicate directly with the Lodge is to download the 
FREE App to your smartphone called “WhatsApp”  
 
Download: http://www.whatsapp.com/download/ 
 
Enter Chiara’s phone number: 1.970.712.3963. This texting app works on Wi-Fi or cell phone and 
Chiara has access to it 24 hours a day.   
  
South America Travel Agent 
Holdy Tours 
Alicia Regueiro 
(800) 446-1111 | (925) 927-6617 | Alicia@holdytours.com 
Alicia can book your airline accommodations and any additional hotel rooms you may need. 
      
Embassy of the USA in Chile  
Avenue Andrés Bello 2800, Las Condes Santiago, Chile 
PH: (56-2) 330-3000 | FAX: (56-2) 330-3710, 330-3160 | https://cl.usembassy.gov/ 
Embassy hours: 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.  
 
For U.S. citizens solely inquiring about passport, citizenship and other consular services not related 
to visa matters, please E-mail at SantiagoAmCit@state.gov   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:travel@theflyshop.com
mailto:pescador8855@gmail.com
mailto:Chiara.esbl@gmail.com
http://www.whatsapp.com/download/
mailto:Alicia@holdytours.com
https://cl.usembassy.gov/
mailto:SantiagoAmCit@state.gov
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Recommended Equipment 
 

Fly Rods: 
Multi-piece, 5 or 6 weight fly rods will cover all of the fishing situations you’ll encounter in this part 
of Chile. We strongly recommend a multi-piece travel rod. Top-quality rods you might consider are: 
Winston, Sage, Scott or Orvis series of travel rods (4-piece). For great value options, The Fly Shop’s 
Signature H2O series are an excellent choice and come with an extra tip. 

 
Fly Reels: 
Good quality, lightweight fly reels, with simple disk drags or pawl drags, are the best choice. Reels 
should be filled with fresh 20-pound backing. Reel models to consider might include: Ross, The Fly 
Shop’s L2A, Galvan, Hatch, Abel, or Hardy.  75 - 125 yards of backing is more than adequate. 
 
Fly Lines: 
Most experienced El Saltamontes anglers feel the only line necessary is a floating line for all the river 
situations, although a sinking tip line may be useful when throwing streamers. Color of the line 
doesn't seem to be important. However, a weight-forward configuration will help transfer the power 
necessary to turn over bushy grasshoppers and other surface creatures we use.  
 
The Scientific Anglers Amplitude GPX or Mastery GPX are great choices. A (10’ -15' depending on 
line size) sink tip fly line, Type III sink rate, can come in handy when fishing streamers, but is not 
necessary. 
 
Leaders & Tippet: 
For a week's fishing, you will need no less than three tapered leaders – 9 ft. (3X) for your floating 
line. For tippet, bring fresh spools of (5X), (4X), (3X) and (2X). We highly recommend mono leader, 
as it floats a bit, and almost all your fishing is with dries. Rio, Scientific Anglers and Trout Hunter 
make some of the best mono tippet and leader material available. 
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Flies for El Saltamontes 
 

Terrestrials    Quantity  Size  
Rainy’s Hopper Grande (Tan)  6   10 
Fat Albert (Black)   6   6 
Chubby Chernobyl (Peacock)  6   10 
Carl’s Cicada (Black)   6   10 
Mini Chubby (Gold)   3   14 
Dave’s Hopper    3   8 
Mimic Hopper    3   10 
Morrish Hopper (Tan)   3   8 
Hi-Vis Foam Beetle   3   14 
 
Dry Flies 
Mercer’s Missing Link   6   16 
Parachute Adams   3   16 
 
Nymphs    Quantity  Size 
PT Prince Nymph   4   14 
Pat’s Rubberlegs (Brown)  4   6 
Sweet Pea    4   16 
Pheasant Tail (bead head)  4   14 
 
Streamers 
Slumpbuster, Natural   3   4 
GB Chilean Rubber Bugger  3   4 

 
The Fly Shop’s El Saltamontes Fly Selection:   
Click this link and it take you our online catalog and the fly selection. Click HERE. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://catalog.theflyshop.com/chile-argentina-fly-selections/
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Recommended Clothing 
 

The weather in Patagonia is constantly changing. One afternoon it may be 70°+ and sunny, 
downright hot; then only a few hours later it may be rainy, damp, windy and in the low 50°s or 
cooler. It is not uncommon to have morning temperatures in the mid to low thirties, especially when 
clear weather prevails, warming to a balmy 70° or 80°+ by the end of the day.  
 
Clothing strategies should be based on the "layering system." By using the "layering system," anglers 
can adapt to whatever Mother Nature dishes out. The whole idea behind layering is to trap heated 
air (generated by your body and stored between the different layers of insulation), thus keeping you 
warm.  
 
Here is the formula preferred by the staff at The Fly Shop®: 
  
Base Layer: 
Start off with a synthetic fabric next to your skin. This often is a pair of thermal underwear (tops and 
bottoms) and they usually come in three weights: light, mid and expedition or heavy.  According to 
your individual metabolism, pick what is best for you. Synthetic (non-cotton) materials retain little 
moisture and "wick" moisture away from your skin.  This is very important when you are walking in 
waders or when outside temperatures heat up. 1 set of midweight Simms, Skwala or Patagonia (tops 
and bottoms). 
 
Thermal Layer: 
Your second layer of insulation should match the weather and conditions you are going to be fishing 
in. Lightweight insulation for cool weather, mid-weight for colder conditions and heavy weight for 
really frigid days. Fleece is an outstanding choice here in either tops and bottoms or overalls.  
Merino Wool is also a good choice as it stays warm when damp, though dries very slowly. 1 set 
fleece pants - Simms or Patagonia. 1 Fleece jacket – Simms, Skwala or Patagonia. 
 
Waterproof Shell: 
The final layer on your upper body should be a rain jacket. High quality Gore-Tex type products are 
the best. Your rain jacket should be 100% waterproof and breathable, multi-layered, with sealed 
seams. Buy the best rain jacket you can afford, as it is one of the most important pieces of 
equipment you can own.  The Simms, Skwala, and Patagonia are high quality jackets designed 
specifically for fly fishermen. 
 
Waders: 
Stocking foot, breathable chest waders are the only way to go.  You will experience little or no 
moisture build-up inside the waders, even after a long hike; they wear like iron, pack down very well, 
and are comfortable to be in all day.  For safety we strongly recommend wearing a wading belt at all 
times.  Simms, Skwala and Patagonia all make products that are equally durable and comfortable. 
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Socks: 
For a week's fishing trip, three pairs of heavy socks will be adequate. Marino Wool, Poly-pro or a 
combination of both are the best choices in sock material. Try on your socks with your waders and 
wading boots before you go to insure you have plenty of room to move your toes. Being unable to 
move your toes and cramping your feet in your wading boots are the biggest reasons for numb toes 
and cold feet. Simms and Patagonia synthetic and Smartwool are the way to go. 
 
Wading Boots: 
Wading at El Saltamontes is very easy and rubber soled boots are highly recommended to prevent 
spreading invasive species. Patagonia, Simms, and Korkers - there are lots of good brands. Metal 
studs are fine to put into the shoe soles, though are seldom needed. 
 
Wading Staff: 
If you use a wading staff at home, bring it along.  They can be handy, particularly the collapsible 
models. While Patagonian rivers are considered easy to moderate wading, there will always be a fish 
that likes to hang out in swifter, deeper water, tempting you into position. 
 
Gloves: 
Sun gloves can also be wonderful to wear on hot sunny days, to protect your hands from the intense 
UV in Patagonia. Fingerless insulating gloves are rarely needed, but great for the occasional cold 
days. We have had the best success with synthetic or wool gloves, rather than neoprene which retain 
water. Simms fleece Half-finger Gloves are perfect.  
 
Fishing Vest | Tackle Pack | Day Pack: 
For vests we like a high quality product, in a shorty model.  Choose one that has room for a rain 
jacket and water bottle in the back. Simms, Fishpond and Patagonia make excellent vests. If you 
prefer a tackle pack or day pack (waterproof), take a good look at Fishpond. Simms and Patagonia 
products. These hold extra gear, clothes, flies, camera, snacks, etc., and keep them safe and dry 
during floats and boat rides. 
 
Hats: 
Bring a hat with a good brim for sun protection, and a warmer stocking hat for cold days (which can 
occur anytime during the season.) 
 
Tools: 
Nippers, flat jaw hemostats, a hook file, fly floatant, and a measuring tape are essential to carry on 
any fishing trip. 
 
Polarized Sunglasses: 
Good quality polarized sunglasses are a must, both for seeing fish and for safety. Brown, amber and 
copper are the best lens colors. Smith and Costa make excellent fly fishing sunglasses, and even 
offer prescription options. Bring a spare pair! 
 
Landing Net: 
All the guides will carry landing nets, but you are free to bring your own if you like. 
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General Information 
 
Camera & Smart Phone: 
Waterproof or splash-proof digital cameras are handy as well as smartphones. Be sure to bring you 
chargers for each. 
 
Headlamp: 
Headlamps are great for late night gear fiddling and trips to the loo. We prefer ones with LED lights 
and that can be recharged. 
 
Sun Protection: 
The summer weather in Chile Patagonia is generally pleasant. Average temperatures range between 
the low 50’s and high 80's. Though usually not hot, the ultra-violet rays of the sun in this part of the 
world are very intense and will burn even the most sun-seasoned anglers. Wide-brimmed hats, long-
sleeved shirts, and frequent use of a strong sun block (SPF 50 UVA/UVB+) are highly 
recommended. Sun gloves will save the backs of your hands. Don’ forget SPF lip balm. 
 
Wi-Fi: 
El Saltamontes has Wi-Fi available for clients – via Starlink - who would like to bring their own Wi-
Fi-enabled electronic devices. It is more than adequate for sending and receiving emails. 
 
Cellular Telephone Service: 
If your cellular service is with AT&T and you purchase an international plan – T-Mobile sim card - it 
works fairly well at El Saltamontes. 
 
Electricity: 
Electricity in Chile is 220 volts Most modern day chargers are designed to function with 120 – 220 
volts. You will need a universal plug adapter, one that will function with one of the outlets below. 
Most places will have the 2-prong style outlet. 
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Gratuities: 
Gratuities are a personal decision based on service rendered.  Normally, guides and staff are tipped 
upon departure in accordance to their individual effort and service. In most cases we like to leave a 
cash gratuity with the camp or lodge manager. A good rule of thumb for figuring an amount to leave 
is 15% of the package cost.  Gratuities should be paid in cash, $USD. 
 
If you have any questions concerning gratuities, please feel free to call us, or ask the lodge manager 
or host for guidelines. 
 
Adult Beverages: 
A selection of South American wines, pisco sours, and beer is included in your angling package. 
Spirits are available for purchase at the lodge, paid in cash $USD.  If you have a specific brand 
preference, you are welcome to bring your own. The bar has a full selection of mixers, including 
soda water, tonic, juices, coke, etc. 
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El Saltamontes Travel Checklist 

 
 

__Rain Jacket 
__Light Socks 
__Heavy Socks 
__Bandannas/Buffs 
__Slacks and Pants 
__Belt 
__Shirts SPF rated 
__Under-wader wear 
__Light fleece pants 
__Fishing Hat and toque   
__Fleece or pile jacket/pullover 
__Long-sleeved Shirts 
__Short-sleeved Shirts 
__Fishing Gloves SPF  
__Sun Screen SPF 50+  
__Lip Balm SPF & hand lotion 
__ Reuseable water bottle 
__English/Spanish Dictionary 
__Smartphone, Tablet with charger 
__Bathing Suit for Hot Tub 
__Reading Book 
__Camera, Battery, Charger 
__Zip-Lock bags 
__Headlamp 
__Notebook 
 
*Hair Dryers provided by the lodge 
 

 

__Airline Tickets and Itinerary 
__Valid Passport 
__2 Copies of Passport (packed separately) 
__Wallet 
__Cash US$ 
__credit cards 
__Emergency Telephone Numbers 
__Fly Rods  
__Fly Reels 
__Spare Spools, Spare Lines 
__Leaders 
__Tippet 
__Fly boxes 
__Dry Flies 
__Streamers 
__Terrestrials 
__Nymphs 
__Fly Floatant 
__Clippers, Pliers, Scissors 
__Fishing Vest/Tackle Pack 
__Day Pack or Tackle Bag 
__Reel Lubricant 
__Hook file or Stone 
__Knot Tool 
__Hemostats 
__Split shot 
__ Indicators 
__Polarized Sunglasses 
__Extra pair of Sunglasses 
__Reading Glasses 
__Waders 
__AquaSeal Wader Repair 
__Wading Belt 
__Wading Boots (no studs)  
__Insect Repellent 
__Toilet Articles 
__Prescription Medications 
__ Ibuprofin 
__Tape measure 
 


